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The advent of Connected Vehicles (CVs) is creating new opportunities within the transportation sector. It is, indeed, expected to improve road traffic safety, enhance mobility, reduce fuel consumption and gas emissions, as well as foster economic growth via investments and jobs. However, to motivate the deployment of CVs and maximize their related benefits, policymakers must create appropriate neutral legal frameworks. These frameworks should promote the innovation of current road infrastructures, support cooperation and interoperability between transportation systems, and encourage fair competition between companies while upholding consumer privacy as well as data protection. We argue that policymakers should also support innovative mobility services toward a better accommodation of individual drivers and vehicles. Within this scope, we are proposing in this paper an intelligent approach that promotes the implementation of personalized road policies based on driving behaviors, driving performance, and the ongoing road traffic situation. These policies, which are dynamic in space and time, ultimately aim to increase drivers’ awareness by encouraging behavioral self-regulation. To meet our goals, we are using software agents that autonomously manage the driving behaviors according to well-defined transitions between driving states while enabling appropriate message exchanges between CVs. We run software simulations as well as field tests and obtained promising results that would reflect the relevance of implementing our vision of personalized policies.
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INTRODUCTION

The concept of Intelligent Transportation System (ITS) is conventionally about technologies that endow the components of a national transportation system infrastructure (e.g., traffic lights, bridges, etc.) with intelligent mechanisms via embedded sensors and enhanced communication capabilities (Ezell and Atkinson, 2015). These capabilities have particularly led to V2X (i.e., Vehicle-2-Vehicle, Vehicle-2-Infrastructure, etc.) solutions that are remarkably capable of enhancing operational performance, safety, and environmental benefits (Ezell and Atkinson, 2015). They have also led to the emergence of the promising concept of Connected Vehicles (CVs), which will most probably...
become a fundamental component of the traffic stream in the upcoming few years (Pariota et al., 2017). More specifically, CVs refers to the technologies, services, and applications that connect a given vehicle to its surroundings, including external devices, neighboring vehicles, road infrastructure elements, and networks. Its introduction has resulted in a significant positive impact on capacity and traffic operations, travel demands and habits, and mobility behaviors (Pariota et al., 2017). Indeed, as reported in (Jadaan et al., 2017), CV applications can: 1) address 81% of unharmed driver crashes in highway, particularly since vehicles can sense and communicate the hazards around them; 2) enable users and system operators to make on-the-fly smarter choices to reduce delay during traffic jams; and 3) contribute to green transportation choices that reduce vehicle emissions in pollutants, particularly through their real-time advisories on fuel consumption and current road traffic. In spite of these advantages, the investigation of this impact particularly on human driving behaviors remains of paramount importance (Jadaan et al., 2017). This statement is support by the European report on accident research and safety (Annual Accident Report, 2017)4 showing that about 30% of emerging road accidents are due to environmental factors (e.g., poor visibility, weather conditions, slippery roads, etc.), 10% are related to vehicles (e.g., bad maintenance, flat tires, etc.), and 90–95% are due to human factors.

Driving behaviors have been long studied in transportation research (e.g., Zhu et al., 2013; Jabbar et al., 2020; K. W. Lee et al., 2018; Alkinani et al., 2020; Tanveer et al., 2020), to understand, identify, detect, and predict drivers’ actions that cause and/or would cause road traffic crashes. In order to identify the set of factors that would impact driving performance with respect to given situations, driving behaviors have been classified into operational, tactical, and strategic (Abuali and Abou-Zeid 2016). For each class of behavior, several models have been proposed (Toledo 2007). Within the context of CVs, several research works (e.g., Tampère et al., 2009; Kesting et al., 2010,14) have proposed models that attempted to realistically include drivers’ behaviors and performance in the evaluation of related applications, particularly since drivers cannot simply follow these applications blindly. In spite of the proven results, additional works are still needed to thoroughly investigate driving behaviors and ultimately assess the readiness of drivers, road infrastructures, vehicles, and policies (Tampère et al., 2009). In this regard and due to the absence of proactive public policies, the development and adoption of CV technologies continue to be slow and the full benefits of CVs will not be attained (Talebpour and Mahmassani 2016). Appropriate policies must, therefore, be implemented to mainly regulate the use of V2X infrastructure, protect the privacy and security of drivers’ data, ensure regulations are technology neutral, and allow vehicle owners to access and use their own data (Mcquinn and Castro 2018). These policies are of paramount importance as CVs are expected to have a significant impact on current planning and land-use models (Ilgin Guler et al., 2014), on geometric design of highways, as well as on roads and signalized intersections (Jadaan et al., 2017).

Furthermore, several research works (e.g., Mcquinn and Castro 2018; Choi et al., 2016) have highlighted the importance of policies/initiatives related to drivers’ self-regulation as they increase public trust, decrease risks related to the adoption of new technologies, and enable the creation of a more flexible regulatory environment, especially where existent standards are rigid (Gao and Chen 2019). As such, we argue in this paper that self-regulations would be an important booster of CV services and technologies based on driving behaviors and performance. More specifically, we are aiming to address the following question: Can we create a new framework within which drivers are allowed to behave as per a set of dynamically changing policies that fit their individual driving behavior/performance, vehicle characteristics, current road infrastructure, and ongoing contextual events? To address this gap in the literature, we are proposing in this paper an intelligent approach that enables the implementation of legal personalized policies and promotes self-regulation behaviors. Legal personalized policies are defined as specific road traffic rules tailored to individual driving behaviors. In order to improve road traffic safety and enhance mobility, our approach is particularly enabling the exchange of relevant variable messages among CVs depending on the ongoing situation (e.g., slippery road due to heavy rain or slow traffic flow), driver’s behaviors (e.g., unsafe right turns, harsh braking), road infrastructure (e.g., speed changed due to road works), etc. The ultimate goal of our work is to enable an intelligent driving behavior adjustment based on personalized policies. More precisely, we are aiming to provide drivers with feedbacks generated by intelligent software entities to enable them modify their driving behaviors toward safer commutes. The contributions of our approach could be summarized as follows: 1) A new framework that focuses on implementing personalized road traffic policies (based on driving parameters, including driving performance, road infrastructure, etc.); and 2) A new well-defined driving behavior model within which transitions between driving states are intelligently determined and relevant data are shared among CVs accordingly.

In the reminder of the paper, Related Work outlines the current literature on driving behavior identification, assessment, and classification with a focus on the specific context of CVs. It also highlights the need to address the untapped issue of policies that must be implemented to support the expected growing field of CVs. Intelligent Adjustment of Driving Behavior Based on Personalized Policies is dedicated to our proposed solution where we explain the fundamentals of our vision as well as the agent-based approach for the management of driving behaviors. Research Design and Results sheds light on the setup and the results of our simulations and field tests.

RELATED WORK

Individual driving behaviors, including acceleration, deceleration, and aggressive driving have been intensively studied in transportation safety research (Zhu et al., 2013). Based on their timescales, these behaviors can be classified as operational (include actions executed over less than a second, basically to stay safe or respect traffic regulations), tactical
highlighted the importance of designing dedicated HMIs to considerably improve road traffic behaviors via dedicated Human Machine Interfaces. Ecological feedbacks and advices are provided to drivers about their driving behaviors. An explorative qualitative study to identify the potential use of onboard units has a positive impact on drivers. Based on the analysis presented in their work, the authors found that the proposed system can significantly improve road traffic safety as well as fuel efficiency by limiting the use of lower gears.

Within the field of CVs, several solutions have (implicitly or explicitly) addressed human driving factors. These solutions can be categorized based on how they modify drivers’ behaviors (Talebpour and Mahmassani 2016), or more accurately how they influence driving behaviors toward safer commutes (Jadaan et al., 2017) (Table 1). In this regard, the authors in (Park et al., 2019) have considered the situation of reduced visibility and assessed the effectiveness of in-vehicle warning and assistance information design. The authors have used the Kansei engineering methods (Nagamachi 2003) to understand the emotions of drivers while under stress and identify the characteristics of the warnings that should be adapted accordingly. In (Qi et al., 2020), the authors have evaluated the performance of a Variable Speed Limit (VSL) system using a hierarchical framework under a CV environment. To this end, they have investigated the safety and the operational impact of the VSL system on the driver maneuvering behavior and then have performed statistical tests accordingly. In (Goli et al., 2018), the authors have used the data collected from V2V and V2I communications concerning road and traffic data to address the issue of predicting long-term locations for collision avoidance. A Gaussian Process Regression (GPR) approach is then used to identify drivers’ motion patterns. In (Gong and Du 2018), the authors have proposed a merging strategy based on cooperative driving behaviors. The approach aims to create virtual vehicle platoons in order to ensure the safety and mobility of vehicles as well as the smoothness and stability of traffic flow. In (Dong et al., 2019), the authors have proposed a hierarchical velocity profile optimization strategy to influence driving behavior for the ultimate goal of reducing fuel consumption with the presence of several traffic lights. In (Yu et al., 2020), the authors have presented a mobility-aware approach based on a proactive edge-caching scheme with federated learning to improve cache performance and protect vehicles’ privacy. In (D’Angelo et al., 2020), the authors have described a multidimensional approach for the detection of attacks on CVs based on the messages exchanged between vehicles. The approach includes an algorithm that implements a data-driven anomaly detection system as well as an algorithm to carry out on-the-fly classification of messages (into licit or illicit) for early alerting in the presence of malicious usages.

In the existing CV solutions that have addressed human driving factors, several technical, ethical, and legal issues have been raised. Appropriate policies and regulations are, therefore, needed in order to support the expected growth of the CV field. This statement was supported by the authors in (Mcquinn and Castro 2018) who have listed eight principles that policymakers should consider to motivate the deployment of CVs and maximize their related benefits. These principles are summarized as follows:

1. Support V2X infrastructure
2. Promote cooperation and interoperability for V2X Systems
3. Incentivize companies to protect consumers from harm by ensuring that companies focus adequately on safety, promote fair competition, and uphold consumer protections
4. Ensure regulations are technology neutral (i.e., neither favor nor disadvantage any CV technology) to create a level playing field for innovation
5. Rely on transparent industry-led standards for data protection (i.e., policymakers should focus on voluntary...
self-regulatory principles for the auto industry to protect the cybersecurity and privacy of vehicle owners (Castro 2011)
(6) Restrict the increasing interference of regulators who are supervising CV privacy on the pretext of digitization
(7) Permit after-market modifications and repairs while protecting copyright holders’ rights
(8) Allow vehicle owners to access and use their own data, which include diagnostic reports, geolocation information, purchasing records, and entertainment preferences.

The abovementioned principles are supported by the report published by the Victoria Transport Policy Institute (D. Lee 2021). This report has particularly pointed out that it would be difficult to commercialize the purchase of fully autonomous cars before 2050 in the absence of appropriate road infrastructures and regulations. Indeed, roadway development and maintenance will possibly need to change significantly to ensure optimal autonomous vehicle performance (Baker and Wagner 2013). Additional CV policy-related issues have been investigated in (Hussain and Zeadally 2019). The authors have mainly highlighted the importance to create legal frameworks that support innovative mobility services toward a better accommodation of individual drivers/vehicles. As vehicles do not have the same capabilities and drivers do not have the same attributes (i.e., physiological factors, driving skills, driving desires, personality traits, etc.), we propose in this paper to consider the implementation of intelligent solutions that personalize road traffic policies based on driving performance, contextual conditions, vehicle characteristics, and any requirements from policymakers (policymakers may include the company that owns the vehicle, if applicable). These policies should be supported by the Behavioral Self-Regulation (BSR) of the driver. BSR can be defined, here, as the ability of this driver to act in his/her long-term preeminent interest while being consistent with his/her genuine values (Doğan et al., 2011). It mainly includes four components (Vohs et al., 2005): 1) Standards of desirable behavior; 2) Motivation to meet standards; 3) Monitoring of situations (i.e., how the driver is dealing with driving situations) and thoughts that precede breaking standards (i.e., what are the options that the driver may think about in order to deal with a driving situation before braking); and 4) Willpower allowing one’s internal strength to control urges.

In order to include the concepts of personalized policies and BSR in our solution, we depict in Figure 1 our vision where the regular (or national) road traffic policies are represented as the umbrella of any other policy. In this vision, there might be a need for personalized policies in the following cases where the driver’s driving behavior and performance are: (case a) Transgressing the national policies; (case b) Transgressing the specific policies of a given company (e.g., if the vehicle is part of a company fleet); (case c) Transgressing the national policies as well as the specific policies of a given company; and (case d) Seen to be dangerous and must be prohibited to prevent potential accidents. Except in case (e), specific policies may be applied to the driver. If this is the case then the driver must demonstrate BSR actions. Based on the decision of the policymakers, regular policies may be restituted, accordingly.

### System Model

In order to implement our approach for an intelligent adjustment of driving behavior based on personalized policies within the context of CVs, we propose to model the driving states with respect to policies as follows (Figure 2):

- **Normal**–In this state, driving is bound to the common road traffic policies (i.e., national regulatory framework).
- **Restitution**–Based on the driving actions, if any road traffic policy is violated then the driving will transit to a Restitution state. In this case, the violation is assessed and classified. A recidivism level is calculated in order to check when, where, and how many times the driver has violated the same policy. If the fines related to the policy infraction is paid then the

---

**TABLE 1 | Classification of the impact of CV solutions on driving behaviors.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Classification based on how drivers’ behaviors are modified (Talebpour and Mahmassani 2016)</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Event-based driver behavior adjustment</td>
<td>One-time audio and/or visual feedback is conveyed to drivers as instructions concerning an upcoming event</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Continuous driver behavior adjustment</td>
<td>Drivers are provided with continuous instructions to adapt their behaviors for a specific goal like reduce fuel consumption or implement safer lane changing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Semi-automated/Automated driving</td>
<td>Autonomous vehicles and CV are both combined to produce more efficient traffic systems</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Classification based on how drivers’ behaviors are influenced toward safer commutes (Jadaan et al., 2017)</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Safety solutions</td>
<td>Increase situational awareness and reduce/eliminate crashes via driver advisories and warnings (Ali et al., 2020)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mobility solutions</td>
<td>Try to optimize the use of networking capabilities for better wireless traffic detection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Environmental solutions</td>
<td>Intend to advise drivers about how to reduce fuel consumption and its impact based on driving styles and traffic conditions</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**INTELLIGENT ADJUSTMENT OF DRIVING BEHAVIOR BASED ON PERSONALIZED POLICIES**

**Vision Fundamentals**

Based on our thorough literature review, we argue that CV-related impact on road traffic and infrastructure as well as on drivers’ behaviors still need extensive investigations. We also argue that dedicated tools to share relevant data among CVs and ultimately implement self-regulation driving behaviors and personalized policies would boost innovation and create trust on the provided services. Personalized policies refer here to the specific policies that should be applied to a given driver based on his/her

---
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driving state will return to Normal. If, as per the policymakers, the recidivism level exceeds a given threshold or if the policy infraction is classified to be highly dangerous then the state of the driving will become Incapacitation. The driving could also transit into a Rehabilitation state based on the analysis done during the Restitution state.

- **Incapacitation**—In this state, the driver is prevented from driving for a given period of time as per the rules specified by the policymakers.
- **Rehabilitation**—Once the incapacitation period is over, the driving will transit to a Rehabilitation state wherein personalized policies will be applied. During this state, the driving behavior (as well as the BSR) is assessed and a decision to return to the Normal state is made accordingly. The driving may also transit from Restitution to Rehabilitation as per the specific regulations of policymakers concerning policy infractions.

In order to meet our goals, we assume the followings:

- There are $n$ road traffic policies represented with $P = \{p_1, p_2, \ldots, p_n\}$
- There are $m$ road patterns $Q = \{q_1, q_2, \ldots, q_m\}$
- There are $k$ driving states represented with $S = \{s_1, s_2, \ldots, s_k\}$ (in our case, $k = 4$ as per Figure 2)
- A given commute $C$ is represented as a set of vectors $C = \{\langle R_i, B_i, \pi_i \rangle | i = 1, \ldots, m \}$, where $R_i$ is a road section, $B_i$ is the vector (i.e., set) of driving behaviors in $R_i$, $\pi_i$ is the vector of policies applied to the road pattern of the road section $R_i$

For every road section, a behavioral assessment [i.e., $x_i = f(R_i, B_i, \pi_i, q_i)$] is performed in order to detect the compliance of the current driving behaviors (i.e., $B_i$) in the current road pattern (i.e., $q_i$) with the policies (i.e., $\pi_i$) applied to $q_i$. Based on this assessment, a new set of policies may be
generated [i.e., \( \pi_{i+1} = h(\pi_i, x_i) \)] as per the requirements of the policymakers. The assessment will also be used by a dedicated function [i.e., \( s_{i+1} = g(x_i) \)] in order to decide on the next driving state (see Figure 2) of the driving behavior. For the sake of illustration, we depict in Figure 3 the main concepts plotted on a selected road section.

**A BDI Architecture for the Management of Drivers’ Behaviors**

The implementation of our approach will require from every vehicle to be intelligent and autonomous in order to assess the driving behaviors, examine the compliance of these behaviors with the current road traffic regulations, and infer the next driving state accordingly. To this end, we are proposing the use of software agents. Our choice is motivated by the success of these agents in intelligently and autonomously solve complex problems within highly dynamic, constrained, uncertain, and open environments (Djahel et al., 2020). More precisely, we are adopting a model inspired from the Belief-Desire-Intention (BDI) architecture which has been intensively used in the paradigm of Multi-Agent Systems (MAS). This architecture, which was successfully used to model humans, their reasoning, and their interactions (Norling 2004), includes three components: 1) Beliefs (refer to the information that the agent has about itself and the environment); 2) Desires (refer to the objectives or the situations that the agent would like to accomplish); and 3) Intentions (represent the actions that the agent has decided to perform). Our proposed architecture (Figure 4) is slightly different from the common BDI. We are, indeed, proposing a BDI architecture where the agent focuses on the actions that it must not accomplish and the situations that it must avoid. These actions are identified based on the regular and the personalized policies which are valid in every road section.

In order to explain the operation of our architecture, we assume a BDI agent is assigned to every vehicle. This agent...
can be located on the vehicle or on a remote server. Based on the data collected from the environment (i.e., from a dedicated mobile app, road infrastructure, CVs, or other online sources) as well as based on its current beliefs (e.g., current driving performance, driving policies in the current road section pattern, current driving state, etc.), the agent will run a Revision Function (RF) to update its knowledge. An Update Function (UF) is, then, executed to assess the driving performance based on the driving behavior, the current policies, and the current road pattern [i.e., \( f(R_i, B_i, \pi_i, q_i) \)] in Figure 3. The UF function will also generate the new set of personalized policies [i.e., \( h(\pi_i, x_i) \)] in Figure 3.

In order to include self-regulation mechanisms and constrain drivers to improve their driving behaviors, we propose to calculate driving penalties for each driver. In this case, the agent will check the driving record of the driver as well as the current road traffic policies. The agent will then identify the regulations that have not been respected by the driver. It will also check the cases of recidivism (i.e., the cases where the driver violated the same policy several times). Penalties will then be calculated as follows:

\[
f_u (x) = f_{u-1} (x) + \sum_{i=1}^{n} c_i r_i \delta_i
\]

where \( f_u (x) \) is the total penalty function until commute \( u \), \( f_{u-1} (x) \) is the total penalty until commute \( u - 1 \). The parameter \( n \) is the number of policies, \( c_i \) denote the cost of violating the policy \( i \), \( r_i \) denote the recidivism factor for policy \( i \), and \( \delta_i = 1 \) if policy \( i \) is violated during commute \( u \) and \( \delta_i = 0 \) otherwise.

Penalties can also be calculated per type of violation (e.g., over-speeding, usage of mobile phones, etc.). In this case, personalized trainings or warnings could be recommended or imposed to the driver, particularly when the driver is driving a company vehicle (the driving state will transit, in this case, to Rehabilitation as highlighted in Figure 2). Further investigations could be done in order to understand the reasons of road traffic violations in time and space. Within the specific context of CVs, the policymakers may consider to oblige the drivers whose penalties of violating specific rules exceed predefined thresholds to convey specific warnings to the follower CVs (e.g., drivers who are considered to have dangerous overpassing behaviors must notify other vehicles so they will be more cautious). Policymakers may also constraint these drivers to be in an Incapacitation state (see Figure 2). The investigation of these issues are out of the scope of this paper.

After executing the UF function (see Figure 4), the agent will execute an Analysis Function (AF) to identify the actions that the driver should do as self-regulation options, analyse his/her actual actions, and assess their impact on other CVs in the vicinity. The AF function is also responsible of determining the information that should be shared with the CVs and any other component of the ITS (e.g., road infrastructure). For example, for the specific case of Time To Collision (TTC), the commonly used equation (Eq. 2 below) could be updated with additional parameters (see Eq. 3) that reflect the skills of the driver in maneuvering his/her vehicle with respect to the speed and the current contextual information. In this case, the follower CVs could have a better estimation of the TTC and would exhibit well-informed reactions (e.g., be more cautious if the driver ahead is not able to control his/her vehicle appropriately at the current speed).

\[
TTC_t = \frac{(X_i - X_j) - L_i}{(V_j - V_i)}
\]

Where \( t \) is the time interval, \( i \) is the leading vehicle, \( j \) is the follower vehicle, \( X \) is the position of the vehicle, \( V \) is the speed, and \( L \) is the length of the vehicle.

\[
TTC_t = \frac{(X_i - X_j) - L_i}{(V_j + p_f - V_i + p_f)}
\]

Where the parameter \( p_l \) (alternatively \( p_f \)) represents the skills or the performance of the driver in controlling his/her vehicle at speed \( V_l \) (alternatively \( V_f \)) under the contextual conditions at \( t \).

As CVs may not have an extended context awareness, we propose to assign a software agent to every road section. This agent will collect information from all the vehicles crossing the section, the available proprietary or online traffic applications, as well as from sensors which are gathering environmental data. The agent will identify the actions that should not be carried out by the vehicles and broadcast, if necessary, updates on road traffic policies (e.g., during heavy rain, the maximum speed would be reduced from 80 to 60 km/h). The agent will also serve as support for the CVs during their commutes through the road section. This support as well as the security/privacy of related communications have been partially studied in our previous work (Mbarek et al., 2020). Additional details will appear in an upcoming publication.

**RESEARCH DESIGN AND RESULTS**

In order to test our solution, we run software simulations as well as field tests on a road section of Muscat, Oman (approximate coordinates: 23°33′52.28″N 58°25′09.09″E, 23°33′42.0″N 58°25′36.33″E) (Figure 5A). Following the recommendations presented in (Feraud and Galland 2017), we selected the GAMA platform to run our simulations. On Figures 5B–D, the circular buffer around every vehicle depends on its current total penalties as well as on its current state (i.e., green, yellow, red, and blue for Normal, Restitution, Rehabilitation, and Incapacitation, respectively). This buffer visually reflects the obligation of the concerned vehicle to share information about its driving behavior/performance with the follower vehicles. For example, the vehicle A has transited from a Normal state (Figure 5B) to Restitution state (Figure 5C). The vehicle G has transited from Restitution state (Figure 5B) to Rehabilitation state (Figure 5C). Furthermore, because the vehicle C exhibited dangerous/illegal behaviors on Figures 5B,C, its state transited from Rehabilitation to candidate to Incapacitation (Figure 5D). In our simulations, all the vehicles in Rehabilitation states send notifications to the neighboring CVs which are within a predefined notification range. This range is inversely proportional to the driver driving performance (i.e., the more the driver is behaving illegally and/or making infractions,
the wider the notification range). Based on our simulations, our agents are capable of assessing their respective drivers’ behaviors, finding out the driving actions to avoid, and identifying the appropriate driving styles. They are also capable of exchanging appropriate data with agents representing CVs accordingly. In addition, our agents are capable of recognizing and implementing personalized policies related to speed limits.

Our field tests were carried out with a Toyota Camry vehicle (model 2009) with a manual transmission gear. We did 20 trips with the test car on the selected path depicted on Figure 5A. We developed a dedicated mobile app called AWARIDE (see Figure 6A) and installed it on a smartphone Galaxy J7 Pro. As smartphone sensors are not adjusted by default to collect data without noise, several approaches [e.g., (Vlahogianni and Barmpounakis 2017; Bergasa, Almazán, and Arroyo 2014; Fazeen et al., 2012)] have been proposed to calibrate them before collecting any readings about driving behaviors. These approaches have focused on identifying the appropriate positioning of the smartphone inside the vehicle. Some of them have proposed to match the orientation of the device with the one of the vehicle (e.g., Fazeen et al., 2012). Other approaches [e.g. (Vlahogianni and Barmpounakis 2017)] have proposed a dynamically updated reorientation algorithm which automatically corrects the sensors’ signals and removes the uncertainties resulting from the random positioning of smartphones inside the vehicles. Within the context of this research work, we decided to fix the smartphone on the roof of the vehicle and match their respective orientations as depicted on Figure 6B. Our decision is based on recommendations from several studies [e.g., (Fazeen et al., 2012)]. In this orientation, the y-axis is pointing toward the front of the vehicle to measure the accelerations and the braking, the x-axis is pointing to the right of
the vehicle to report on the turning and lane changes, and the z-axis is pointing up to measure the vibrations as well as the road anomalies.

In order to calculate the longitudinal acceleration $\text{accLong}$ of the vehicle from the readings obtained through the AWARIDE app, we used the following expression:

$$\text{accLong} = \frac{\Delta v}{\Delta t}$$

Where $\Delta v$ and $\Delta t$ denote the variation of speed and time respectively. The value of $\Delta t$ is 1s since the GPS has a sampling frequency of 1 Hz.

Likewise, the lateral acceleration $\text{accLat}$ is calculated as follows:

$$\text{accLat} = \frac{v^2}{R}$$

Where $R$ is the radius of the turn (m) and $v$ is the current speed (m/s). The value of $R$ can be estimated using the following expression (Abdulrahim 2006):

$$R = \frac{(180v)}{\pi \Delta \text{Heading}}$$

Where $\pi \Delta \text{Heading}$ refers to the change of the heading in the temporal unit. The heading (expressed in degree) denotes the current direction of the vehicle with respect to the North direction (the rotation toward the East is positive).

We report on Figure 7a some trips to showcase the variation of driving speeds with respect to the limit of speeds along the selected test road section. On Figure 7B, we highlight with red color the driving records which are above the speed limit and with green color the driving records which comply with the regulatory framework.

A zoom in on speed variations is illustrated on Figure 8, where the X and Y axis represent the data collection points and the speeds in these points, respectively. The Z axis represents the variations with respect to the speed limit (i.e., actual speed - speed limit) in Figures 8A,C. In Figures 8B,D, the Z axis reports on the penalties calculated in every data collection point. The visualization of these details are important to the driver for BSR (i.e., Behavioral Self-Regulation) reactions. On Figure 8A, the actual speed is excessively higher than the limit speed in some areas. Nevertheless, the corresponding penalties are not considered to be high (Figure 8B). This could be explained by the fact that data are reported for the early trips. On Figure 8C, the variation of the actual speed with respect to the speed limit is different from Figure 8A, which is normal as trips are independent. However, the penalties (Figure 8D) are higher than those in Figure 8B. This can be explained by the fact that since the penalties are cumulative, the previous behavior is affecting the current one. Once the penalties reach a predefined threshold, the test vehicle issues a notification using the mobile app AWARIDE. As for the current prototype, we are capable of assessing the driving behaviors, identifying personalized policies with respect to speed limit, and generating warning messages. However, we did not test the exchange of data between CVs as well as their impact on driving behaviors.

**CONCLUSION**

The advent of Connected Vehicles (CVs) is creating new opportunities toward safer and more effective commutes.
More precisely, road traffic crashes are expected to decrease, the use of the available road infrastructures is being optimized, and the environmental impact of road traffic is predicted to diminish. Several studies have highlighted that these benefits are going to be obtained via the expected positive influence of CVs on driving behaviors. We focused in this paper on the investigation of this influence from a policy perspective. More precisely, we highlighted the need for a road traffic framework within which personalized policies will be identified and applied to specific drivers based on their driving performance. Indeed, as vehicles do not have the same capabilities and drivers do not have the same attributes, some road policies should be adapted accordingly while remaining under the umbrella of the national regulatory framework. To meet our goals, we proposed a well-defined set of driving states that are identified based on driving behaviors and performance. The transition between these states is then managed by an agent-based solution which is driven by a slightly modified BDI architecture where undesirable and/or prohibited actions represent the main focus. The solution is responsible of identifying the relevant data to be shared among CVs to ultimately enhance mobility and increase road traffic safety. It is also promoting Behavioral Self-Regulation actions to increase awareness and impact driving behaviors. In order to showcase the performance of our solution, we run software simulations as well as field tests.

The initial results obtained are promising. However, some limitations still need to be addressed. More precisely, our future works will focus on further investigating the notion of personalized policies as well as their impact on driving behaviors. We are also going to transform the software agents representing road sections into intelligent and proactive entities and assess any impact their behaviors may have on the identification of personalized driving policies. Furthermore, we are going to address the current limitation of our work concerning the impact of the proposed methodology within the context of connected vehicles. We will ultimately aim to explore if the connected-vehicle environment may result into additional legal driving states. In order to confirm the findings of our future works, we will carry extensive field tests based an extended new version of our mobile app AWARIDE that will be deployed on several vehicles.
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